
NUMERACY & MENTAL HEALTH FURNITURE PRODUCTS 

 

We're celebrating this month the mental health and numeracy weeks so please take a look at 

our numeracy & mindfulness products from carpets, to indoor play and soft seating, on our 

website!  

With this occasion we’re offering 10% discount on numeracy carpets until the end of May so 

you can choose a rainbow number carpets, a geometric shapes learning carpet, a number 

bonds carpet or, why not, a  numeracy and literacy carpet with number cushions,  perfect to help 

to reduce stress and anxiety, creating a relaxing learning setting.  

Furthermore, we have a wide range of products for children for indoor and outdoor play. Choose 

a great number and fraction tray to aid the child’s development as this set of 3 colourful wooden 

number trays is ideal for early learning. Or choose the three piece maths cubes beanbag set for a 

brilliant tool to make maths fun and engaging for young minds.  

For the outdoors, try our new water play set to help children learn about different things and 

concepts. Our water play sets introduce children to maths concepts including full/empty, 

volume/capacity and speed and direction. 

Need some help with Maths? Check out these products to help the children out!  First is the 

whiteboard topped tables that children can write on, second is the doubled boarded A- frame 

portrait style easel, or mobile storage units, ideal for any classroom.  

Regarding mental health, we have some beautiful carpets for movement and learning about 

nutrition. You can choose for a mindfulness carpet, the fruit large square placement carpet, or 

the circular nutrition carpet with 3m diameter, just to name a few.  

But we all know, children are more about storytelling and playing outdoors!  

That’s why,  we recommend you the great ultimate storytelling chair, made entirely of 

Heartwood Oak which has been environmentally sourced and will live happily indoors or 

outdoors. This fabulous chair is an ideal purchase for parents associations and benefactors to 

provide a beautiful legacy for years to come. Please note due to use of natural materials each 

chair is unique.  

Invite children outdoors to do some gardening, with our many products that will teach them 

about plants, such as : the little garden discovery zone, the little garden square planter, the little 

garden hexagonal planting set, etc.  

Last, but not least, we have outdoors and indoors teepees and campfire products, so children 

can benefit greatly from learning soft skills, which also enhances their mental and emotional 

wellbeing. Create an interactive, sensory filled learning experience and spark meaningful 

conversations in the classroom!  

 
 


